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Notes transcribed by GH 
 
2A Beam Dynamics Review:  Rick Baartman 
 
RB has studied 2A beam dynamics and has obtained a better understanding of the problems related to 
damaged production targets.  His report can be found at http://lin12.triumf.ca/text/Talks/2A/0505report.pdf. 
 
MD asked if it would be possible to pull up the information needed to determine proton beam shapes for 
previous ISAC campaigns.  RB said it was possible. 
 
1030 – Riccardo Raabe 
 
Exp. 1030 started with a 22Ne pilot beam, then measurement of Li yield.  From a mass scan, no 
contamination was observable.  The experiment was run at 50 atoms/s 11Li from Friday through the 
weekend, going up to 200 atoms/s on Monday morning.  As of Monday midnight, 17 million 11Li were 
implanted; the experiment’s goal is to receive 50 million.  On Wednesday, 8,9Li will be tuned and 
measured.  Already the experimenters can see charged-particle decay lines from narrow resonances in 
9,10Be, and have seen the decays to grand-daughters as well.  
 
Yield Measurements – Marik Dombsky 
 
MD presented the results of recent yield measurements on the conventional Ta target and the high-power 
SiC target.  The current Ta target is not performing as well as the best Ta targets ever.  However, as MD 
pointed out, he had been operating those previous targets based on incorrect data about the beam spot size.  
MD warns that we may not be able to achieve previous yields without running at conditions that we 
previously assumed were damaging.  A number of strange anomalies in yield measurements on this SiC 
target appeared after the weekend – some beams (typically short-lived) were twice as intense while others 
(typically long-lived) were halved. 
  
Low-Current Linac Operations – Marco Marchetto 
 
MM reported that an Si detector after the stripper was critical to being able to retune from 22Ne pilot to 
11Li production beam.  Also, the experiment’s strip detector was used for final tuning of the rebuncher and 
first DTL.  MM recommends installing Si detectors in front of each high-energy beam line.  MM showed 
the nicely defocused beams that were delivered to 1030.  Highlights of subsequent discussion:  The beam 
spot size is reproducible from pilot to radioactive, it was just the phase of the accelerators that needed to be 
changed.  FS pointed out that these types of experiments have a lot of potential and we should anticipate 
being able to push this down to the weakest beams possible, a few atoms per second, both on ISAC-I and 
ISAC-II.  REL indicated that a position-sensitive detector was not needed at the positions proposed by 
MM.  In discussion related to (pretty much all the) previous presentations, MD reported that resistive 
heating had no effect on his 9Li yield (! … ed) 
 
1027 – Dave Hutcheon 
 
DH followed up on a previous report showing gamma-gamma and gamma-time correlations from the 
efforts to measure the density profile of 23Na implanted in Ni & Cu.  It turns out, as noted by LB, that there 



is a contribution to the spectrum from 19F(p,α) with a resonance at the same energy, but appropriate time 
and coincidence conditions remove this noise from the 23Na signal.  This will not be a problem in the real 
(22Na) experiment as the resonance energies will not be close.   
 
Upcoming Experiments 
 
β-NMR – Andrew McFarlane 
 
The β-NMQR guys continued studying Mn12, Pd film, and NbSe2.  On the Pd films they are seeing a finite 
size effect on the large negative Knight shift.  In the upcoming period they will study Mn12, MgB2, Pd film, 
and  LaCaMnO.  The latter is a perovskite and a ferromagnet, and also changes from metal to insulator with 
applied external field.  Eventually the experimenters would like to look for light-induced changes in 
magnetic properties.  The group are building a clean hut adjacent to the ISAC control room and are 
continuing design of the deceleration platform for β-NQR. 
 
40Ca – John D’Auria 
 
The upcoming beam time is a team beam development effort, working with Keerthi and his new modified 
hybrid source.  If enough 40Ca2+ is produced they might be able to run some of the stronger, higher-energy 
resonances. CV mentioned it would be both nice and very useful to use MM’s Si detector to characterize 
the (attenuated) beam from OLIS.  
 
ECR yield measurements – Pierre Bricault 
 
The ECR goes in next week with yield measurements May 31st or later depending on how fast services are 
installed.  Heated discussion ensued.  GCB raised the point that with the loss of the Tuesday ISAC meeting 
there is no longer an appropriate forum to discuss operational issues. 
 


